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Soffa
A new comfort style, with carefully studied shapes, and with high-level
components.
Perfectly bent backrest for an optimal support
while maintaining the integrity of the user’s
autonomy.
Independent lumbar cushion = support and
comfort.

The armrests are long, high, do not
place the user’s arms forwards, and
bring a real feeling of safety.

The quality components have a high
level of comfort and result from the
modern furniture technologies.

The legrest was carefully studied:
- Precise and functional shapes (concave cushion)
- Total retraction under the seat (-3°) when
transferring the user
- In the same plane as the seat when it opens
- Serial automatic inclination.

The user’s pleasure is not
forgotten thanks to 2 serial
side storage pockets.

OPTIONS

Push-handle
(to order with the chair)

Thermoformed
shelf

Wing
headrest

Additional
Y harness

Extra-flat,
height-adjustable
one-piece footrest
(to order with the chair)

Seat with integrated
viscoelastic foam

Waterproof PVC seat cover for
incontinent users
(replacing the microfibre cover)

Soffa
Type A Soffa

Type B Soffa

Type C Soffa

Comfort and safety

Comfort and precision

Comfort and autonomy

Aided inclination

Aided inclination through a
gas cylinder with blocking

Electrical inclination

The user may totally tilt thanks to the
handles and a damping gas cylinder
under the seat.
No adjustment or retightening is
necessary over time.

For a secured, flexible, and comfortable
use of the shell inclination by the user
or the accompanying person.
The cylinder control may be placed
on one of the side handles or on the
optional push-handle.

The user is totally autonomous and
chooses as required the position of
the shell thanks to the remote control.

In case of power outage: quick extraction of the cylinder
for a serial mechanical reset by an accompanying
person or an electrical reset through the optional battery
supply box.

COVERINGS AND COLOURS

(available on the 3 types of Soffa)

Microfibre with high level of comfort and well-being

Cotton knit fabric with bactericidal, fungicide,
waterproof and M1-class satin PVC coating

CHOCOLAT

PRUNE

CHOCOLAT

PRUNE

(code CHMI)

(code PRMI)

(code CHPV)

(code PRPV)

User’s size
Seat
width

< 170 cm

A

170 cm < T <
185 cm

> 185 cm

B
C

39 cm
42 cm

: Seat depth
: Floor/seat height

45 cm
48 cm
Numerous combinations, various sizes, and a structure adaptable to the
morphology evolutions and to the user’s abilities over time.

51 cm
54 cm
B = 45 cm

B = 49 cm

B = 53 cm

C = 44 cm

C = 48 cm

C = 52 cm

Soffa
An environment-friendly product adapted to your logistics
Packaging

The chair backrest can be removed,
and the chair is delivered
into 2 parts in its box.

80 cm
100 cm
80 cm

A revolutionary packaging for easier and
more secure transport and storage.

Weight of the total Soffa chair (type A): 27,8 kg

SPECIFICATIONS COMMON TO THE 3 VERSIONS
Shell width

Overall length
(without footrests)

Seat height
(with 7-cm cushion)

from 39 to 54 cm
by step of 3 cm

Seat width + 15 cm

75 cm

44, 48, or 52 cm
(adjustable on
base)

Armrest height

Armrest width

Casters

Chair weight

22 cm

7 cm
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50-mm diameter
Equipped with brakes

from 27,8 kg

Shell angle

3° transfer forward
+26° backwards

Maximum user
weight

120 kg
Dimensions ± 1 cm / angles ± 1°

All the photographs are not contractual, and some
components may change for manufacturing or improving purposes.
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